EDITOR COMMENTS
Searching For Reminders. You
can search through your reminders
on your iPhone or iPad. There is a
Search box up top. For more info,
go to tinyurl.com/yb5a9g7d.
Ransomware. Glenn Fleishman
gives some hints as to what to do
and what not to do when
ransomware strikes. tinyurl.com/
y83p9wnb.
Troubleshooting High Sierra
Problems. For a long list of some
of the reported High Sierra
problems, along with possible
solutions, go to tinyurl.com/
y8mgjdj6.
Amazon Auto Discounts. Honey
is a browser add-on that
automatically applies coupon
codes at checkout and also
immediately finds better prices on
Amazon
for
you,.
www.joinhoney.com.
iOS Dock. You might want to hide
suggested and recent apps from
the Dock so you can see more
current apps. If so, go to
tinyurl.com/ybwqlme9.
AT TIMES IMAGES MAY BE A BIT
FUZZY IF ORIGINAL IMAGES WERE
FUZZY. IF YOU NEED TO READ
THEM, PLEASE GO TO THE
ORIGINAL ARTICLE.

FOUNDED MAY 1989
MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

SOFTWARE APPS FOCUS
EAT, SWAP, LEARN, & ELECT
This Saturday MLMUG will hold its 14th Annual Holiday Brunch with many of
us bringing in all sorts of good food to share.
MLMUG will provide paper goods and hot beverages.
We’ll also have our Swap Meet and have tables set up for sellers. Bring your
used but in good working condition hardware, software, books, or periodicals to
sell or swap. All items that don't find a new owner will need to go home with their
original owner.
As usual, we did not schedule a guest speaker, but will have some of our
members share their favorite tips during the meeting. Look for presentations
by,Stan Horwitz (Libby and Audible Apps), Bob Barton (TBA), Dennis McKay
(Sound Settings), Nick Iacona (Nick’s Tips To A Better Mac), Adam Rice
(Augmented Reality Apps in iOS 11),and Maria Arguello (My Favorite Things).
In addition, we will hold elections for Board oﬃcers for 2018!
MLMUG DECEMBER

We are back to meeting at the Community Center in Hershey’s Mill in West
Chester Take Greenhill to the Hershey’s Drive entry and go up the hill to the
Community Center. Map is at tinyurl.com/mrmtnd7.
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Typical Meeting Agenda

MLMUG Email list

New Users SIG

9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.

The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Yahoo Groups. Compose
your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list..
Contact Bob Barton if you are a
member and you are not on the
list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
in Yahoo Groups Terms of Service.
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple/Macintosh-related
items for sale, but any solicitation
of members through the list is
forbidden without the written
consent of a MLMUG oﬃcer.

You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.

9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2017 MEETINGS
January 14
February 11
March 11
April 8
May 14
June 11
July
August
September 9
October 14
November 11
December 10
3

Mark Bazrod - Siri
Stan Horwitz - MacBook Pro
Lisa Rysinger - VR 360
Dave Hamilton - Better WiFi
Michael Inskeep - Securing Your Mac II
Picnic
Recess - Summer
Recess - Summer
Paul Del Rossi - Virtual Machines
Fiona Keyes – iPhotography Part II
Mark Bazrod - iOS 11
Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’
Show & Tell, & Election of Oﬃcers
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35
for families. Memberships are based on your
anniversary date, which is the month you joined.
You will be e-mailed reminders when membership
fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• We b S i t e w i t h 2 - 3 y e a r s o f M L M U G
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on Apr 15,
2016. tinyurl.com/yc7kelwt. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.

Opening DOCX Files On A Mac, Without
Microsoft Oﬃce
Mac users may encounter DOCX files
from time to time, often sent from a
Windows user as an email
attachment or otherwise, as the .docx
file types are standard document files
c re a t e d i n n e w e r v e r s i o n s o f
Microsoft Oﬃce. But what if you
don’t have Oﬃce on the Mac? That’s
ok too, even if you don’t have Oﬃce
installed in Mac OS X, you can still
open, read, and edit docx files on
modern versions of Mac OS X, most
often without any added software.
We’ll show you how to open a docx file in Text Edit and Pages in
Mac OS X. Of course, if the Mac has Microsoft Oﬃce, then you
can use Oﬃce to open the .docx file too.

How to Open a DOCX File in Mac OS X with Text
Edit

* Some versions of Mac OS X will default to associating and
opening a .docx file with TextEdit

The Text Edit application is surprisingly versatile and can easily
view and edit the vast majority of docx files on a Mac. This is
also the easiest way to open a docx file in OS X, which some
modern versions serving as the default opener for .docx file type,
but sometimes you may need to
1.

The TextEdit method works to open, view, and edit the vast
majority of Docx files that a Mac may encounter. For simple text
based docx files, this can often be an adequate solution to view
and adjust a docx file, save it, and then return to the sender or
whatever else is necessary to perform with the file in question.

Go to the /Applications/ folder and open TextEdit

2.
Locate the .docx file you wish to open in TextEdit
and drag and drop the file on the TextEdit icon in the Dock *

There is one potential hiccup however, in that some complex
docx files or those with significant formatting may render
inappropriately in TextEdit, making it less than an ideal
environment to edit a docx file in. If you encounter that type of
5
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display errors when loading a docx file into TextEdit, you can turn
to the Pages app, which comes installed by default on most Mac
computers otherwise is available from the Mac App Store.

Pages should display the docx file without any formatting issues
or problems, and it should look exactly as it arrived from the
Windows or Microsoft Oﬃce world.

How to Open DOCX Files with Pages in Mac OS X

Another significant perk to opening a docx file in Pages is that
you can save any Pages file as Word doc and docx format,
making it easy to save and transmit the file to users on Windows
or in a Microsoft Oﬃce environment, knowing that it will be fully
compatible on their end. If you prefer the way Pages handles the
files, you may wish to change the file app association for all docx
types to open with Pages rather than another app on the Mac.

Pages for Mac does a very good job of rendering complex
formatting found within more complicated docx files, and thus if
the document looks weird or doesn’t show up properly in
TextEdit, Pages is the solution (aside from installing Microsoft
Oﬃce, of course):
1.
Open the Pages app in Mac OS X (found in /
Applications/ folder)

If you’re still having trouble viewing the DOCX file correctly in
Mac OS X (or opening the file at all), you can turn to the
command line and convert a docx file to simple doc format with
textutil, which is admittedly a more complex task than using
TextEdit or Pages since it involves a terminal command. The
same terminal utility also allows for batch conversion to text
(TXT) format as well, just in case you have a ton of files you want
to read the contents of, but don’t care about the formatting
attached. Those situations can be great for standard document
files where the data contained within the file is important, but the
formatting or rich media of a document is not.

2.
Pull down the “File” menu and choose “Open” (or
“Import” depending on the version of Pages)
3.
Navigate to and select the target .docx file you
want to open in Pages and choose to open that from the file
browser

Finally, another option for some stubborn files is to use a free tool
from Microsoft called Open XML Converter. Open XML Converter
allows you to convert Open XML files that were created in Oﬃce
2008 for Mac or Oﬃce 2007 for Windows so that you can open,
edit, and save them in earlier versions of Oﬃce for Mac. This can
be an ideal solution for users who are spanning many release
versions of Oﬃce, Mac OS X, and Windows, as it allows for
greater compatibility in many cases

6
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Lory Gil posted the following article to imore.com on February 20,
2012. tinyurl.com/y742zzh5. © Mobile Nations. She writes news,
reviews, and how-to guides for iMore.
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3.

Tap the screen to call up the page tools.

4.

Tap the Share icon at the bottom center of the screen.
This will open the share sheet at the bottom of the screen.
In the top row of icons, tap the app icon you wish to share
the book info with.

How To Get More Out Of Kindle For
iPhone And iPad

Get the skinny on the little extras in Amazon's Kindle app for iOS!

By Lory Gil

5.

If you've been reading ebooks on your iPhone or iPad with the
Kindle app, you may have noticed all of those little tool icons at
the bottom of the screen, but maybe haven't taken the time to
figure out what they are all about. We did take the time and are
here to fill you in on how to use each of them.

How to share info about an ebook in the Kindle app
for iPhone and iPad

How to use highlight tools in the Kindle app for
iPhone and iPad

If you are reading a book that you just know someone would
love, why not send them a link to it?
1.
2.

Just like the way your mom may have highlighted interesting
lines in her favorite books when you were a kid, you can highlight
passages of text in ebooks when you are using the Kindle app for

Open the Kindle app.
Tap on a book to open it.
7
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iOS. But, there are even more tools available to you than just
highlighting.
1.
2.

Open the Kindle app.
Tap on a book to open it.

How to share a passage of text in the Kindle app for
iPhone and iPad
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

You can also share a highlighted selection of text along with the
link.

Find the text you wish to highlight.
Touch and hold the word you wish to highlight.
If you want to highlight a phrase or paragraph, drag the
highlight posts at the beginning and end to where you
want them to be.The highlighting tools will appear as soon
as you lift your finger from the screen.
To add a highlight, tap the color you wish to use.
To copy the selection of text, tap the Copy icon next to
the colors. It looks like two sheets of paper.

8

1.
2.
3.

Open the Kindle app.
Tap on a book to open it.
Tap the screen to call up the page tools.

4.

To share a selection of text along with the book info,
highlight the text you wish to share.
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The highlight tools appear automatically. Tap the Share
icon to the far right of the tool selection. This will open the
share sheet at the bottom of the screen, as well.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Find the text you wish to add a note to.
Touch and hold the text to call up the highlight tools.
Tap the Note icon. It looks like a box with a pencil inside
of it.
When the note window appears, start typing.
When you have finished writing your note, tap Save.
Tap the X in the upper right corner of the screen to cancel
or delete the note.

When you share a book's info, with our without a selection of
text, you will be sending a link to read a free sample and
purchase the book on Amazon.

How to add a note to a passage of text in the Kindle
app for iPhone and iPad
You can add an annotation to a word or sentence in the Kindle
app for iOS. It is sort of like writing in the margins of a book.
1.
2.

How to look up definitions, translations, or
Wikipedia entries in the Kindle app for iPhone and
iPad

Open the Kindle app.
Tap on a book to open it.

To find a definition, Wikipedia entry, or language translation of a
word or phrase, highlight the passage of text. A window will
automatically pop out with a definition window.
1.
2.

9

Open the Kindle app.
Tap on a book to open it.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Find the text you wish to see the definition, Wikipedia
entry, or translation for.
Touch and hold the text to call up the information window.
It will automatically open to the dictionary.
To find a Wikipedia entry, swipe across the window to
the left.
To find a translation, swipe across the window to the left
again.

DECEMBER 2017

Select the language.
Tap the audio button in the upper right corner of the
window to hear the translation

How to use X-Ray in the Kindle app for iPhone and
iPad
X-Ray is a reading enhancement feature to help you find out
more about what Amazon calls the "bones of a book." It includes
Wikipedia and Shelfari information, which is the company's
community-content encyclopedia. When in X-Ray the bar next to
a person or term shows all of the locations in the book where it
can be found.
Not all books support X-Ray. If a book does not support the
feature, the X-Ray icon will be grayed out.
1.
2.

1.

Tap the language button you wish to translate to or
from.
10

Open the Kindle app.
Tap on a book to open it.
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Tap the screen to call up the page tools.

Tap the X-Ray icon, it looks like a solid box with an X
inside. The X-Ray feature will open with All references on
display.
1.
2.

5.

Tap Full Wikipedia Article when available to read
more about the term or person.
Tap the X in the upper right corner of the screen to exit XRay.
2.

6.

4.
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With the enhanced reading tools and sharing features,
reading in the Kindle app is a much diﬀerent experience
than it used to be before there were ebooks.

Swipe to the left to filter People only.
Swipe to the left to filter Terms only.

Tap a selection to find out more.
1. Tap a page location to go directly to the point in
the book that the person or term is mentioned.
11
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Sarah Silbert posted the following article to lifewire.com on
September 17, 2017. tinyurl.com/yav3nvlg. © about.com. She is
Lifewire.com's wearables guide. Sarah also freelances for several
publications, including Fortune and The MIT Technology Review.
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scores.
Addressing the Notion That Checking Credit Hurts Your Score
Let's briefly address the widely held belief that checking your
credit score through a service like Credit Karma (or any of the
other apps mentioned below) will negatively impact your
score. The truth is that checking your own credit score is usually
considered a "soft inquiry," meaning it doesn't require a "hard
pull" of your credit report.

The 5 Best Free Credit Score Apps

Stay on top of your financial health with these mobile downloads

By Sarah Silbert

"Hard pulls" (or "hard inquiries") typically happen when you apply
for a new credit card, when you apply for a loan or when you
apply for a mortgage, while "soft pulls" typically occur when you
check your own score, when a potential employer does a
background check or when you're pre-approved for a credit card
or loan. This article from Credit Karma does a good job
of explaining the diﬀerence between types of credit inquiries. In
any case, you should rest assured that using any of the apps
below won't negatively impact your credit score.

Everyone has a credit score, but what you might not know is that
you can download free apps to your phone (Android or iOS) to
monitor these scores, make corrections and get alerts when
something happens on your report — even while on the go.

01 Credit Karma

Credit Score Basics
There are plenty of resources out there for learning more about
what goes into calculating your credit score and what the
diﬀerent numbers mean, but here's a quick overview:
•
A credit score indicates your "creditworthiness" to
potential lenders, such as banks and mortgage lenders, as your
credit score indicates how responsible you're likely to be with
paying oﬀ your balances.
•
A higher number is better; it'll fall somewhere
between 300 to 850.
•
The most commonly used credit score is the FICO
score, but there are other models, such as VantageScore. See
this article from Debt.org for more information on these diﬀerent
12
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such as a credit simulator that demonstrates how actions such
as paying oﬀ debt could aﬀect your score. You'll also get
personalized suggestions for improving your score, along with
the industry-standard alerts for any important changes.

Platforms: Android and iOS
Overview: Credit Karma is perhaps the best-known service for
getting free credit score reports from the Equifax and TransUnion
credit bureaus (Experian is the other major bureau). Its app for
Android and iOS provide alerts for any important changes to your
credit report, and if you see any errors, you can file a dispute
directly from the Credit Karma app. You can also view a wellorganized overview of how your credit score breaks down and
look at all the accounts that are being reported and factored into
your score.

03 myFICO

02 CreditWise

Platforms: Android and iOS
Overview: FICO scores are the credit scores most commonly
used to determine your creditworthiness, so it's definitely
valuable to have an idea of where you stand. If you have a
myFICO subscription for monitoring your score and getting
reports (starting at $29.95 per month), this free companion app is
a must-have. It shows you your current FICO score across all
three credit bureaus and even shows how they've fluctuated over
time. The app delivers push notifications when there are
important changes to your report, such as new inquiries or a
increase/decrease in your score.
Platforms: Android and iOS
Overview: This app from Capital One is available to everyone,
not just bank customers. It's a free download that provides a
weekly update of your TransUnion VantageScore 3.0 (as opposed
to FICO) credit score, and it includes some interesting extras
13
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05 Credit Sesame

Platforms: Android and iOS
Platforms: Android and iOS

Overview: As one of the three major credit bureaus
providing credit reports, Experian quite sensibly has a credit
score app of its own. The Experian app provides your score,
which is updated every 30 days, in addition to details about
credit card account activity, outstanding debt and about how
your credit card activity aﬀects your score.

Overview: Credit Sesame's app provides a free look at your
credit score using the VantageScore model from TransUnion. You
also get a credit score report card, with letter grades given for
things like payment history, credit usage and credit age. You'll
get the expected account-change alerts as well. One of the more
unique features is My Borrowing Power, which projects how
much credit you may be able to access based on your current
score and account information. This tool also recommends credit
cards, mortgage rates and refinance options.

14
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Shelley Elmblad posted the following articles to thebalance.com
on October 23, 2017 and November 26, 2017. tinyurl.com/
ycrc7sxh and tinyurl.com/ya23tnlf. © About, Inc. Her articles oﬀer
advice and options for buying and using personal finance and
small business accounting software.
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Stock + Options
Stock Tracker
Stock Guru
Stock Pro
Stock Market HD

The Best Stock Market Apps For iPhone
And iPad

For more details on each of our top four stock market apps for
iPhone, check out each of the following pages.

By Shelley Elmblad

1 Stocks Live

Download one of these stock market apps on your iPhone or
iPad to keep track of investments, stocks you're watching and
market news. Some apps let you paper trade a stock to take it
for a trial run before putting real money behind it or track Bitcoin
values.

Stocks Live for iPhone and iPad has a ton of features for tracking
investments and trades and the market with real time quotes and
global market coverage. Here are some of the many features, a
few require additional purchase:

Our Top Picks for iOS Stock Market Apps
•
•
•
•

Stocks Live
Real-time Stock Tracker +Alert
Stock Ratings
Stock TickerPicker

• Search for and track stocks, ETFs, mutual funds, indexes
and world currencies.
• Multiple currency support. View currencies over time or
current value compared to another currency. Support for
put/call options.

Honorable Mentions
15
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• Unlimited watch lists, and you can have thousands of
stocks in one list if that's something you want to do.

indices, futures and there's now a real-time price tracker for
Bitcoin if you care to dabble in virtual currency.

• Sync and back up your portfolios and watch lists to iCloud.
• Chart viewer with several customization options.

Detailed stock information includes price and volume data, news
and earnings for the past six quarters and the next earnings date
(which you can add to your calendar). There are 10 technical
indicators available, options, and advanced charting with support
for U.S., Canadian, European and Asia Pac stock exchanges.

• Buy and sell signals.
• Well over 100 news feeds.
• Research companies with information and data for
fundamentals, technical analysis, events, earnings
estimates, dividends, new, Tweets and competitors.

3. Stock Ratings

• Heat map of the market.
• Extended hours support.
• Set up what-if scenarios for your portfolio and compare
your portfolio to any ticker.

2. Real-time Stock Tracker + Alert

Stock Ratings is a free app for iPhone and iPad that helps you
choose stocks for your portfolio and can help you decide when
to sell, buy and hold stocks. Get a daily summary of analyst
upgrades, downgrades, and new coverage every day the market
is open along with earnings announcements and dividend news.
Stock Ratings follows stocks on the NYSE, NASDAQ, Toronto
Stock Exchange, and London Stock Exchange. You can also
view historical ratings.
Real-Time Stock Tracker +Alert oﬀers free real-time streaming
quotes, portfolio tracking, and real-time market alerts. You can
track more than one portfolio and multiple watch lists, global
16
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The Top iOS Apps For Tracking The
Stock Market
By Shelley Elmblad

If you're into technical analysis, check out Stock TickerPicker,
a charting app for iPhone and iPad. In addition to charts, the app
oﬀers real-time stock quotes, watch lists and for an optional
small charge, "Insights" investment research. Supported
exchanges include NYSE, Over the Counter, NASDAQ, London,
Paris, Toronto and other foreign exchanges.

These stock market apps for the iPhone and iPad have many
features for managing your portfolio, researching stock picks,
getting real-time market news and technical analysis, and even
doing some virtual trading so you can test investment strategies.

Customizable charting features include:
•
Averages

5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200-day Simple Moving

If you like to keep a close watch on the stock market, or you
want to learn more about trading and investing, try out one of
these apps and watch as the ticker moves across your iPhone or
iPad, allowing you easy access to the current stock market
values so you can better manage your portfolio and make the
right investments.

•
Views with multiple time frames: daily, monthly,
quarterly and more.
•
Volume, RSI, MACD, Bollinger Bands and Fast/
Slow Stochastics charts.
•

Charts can be saved and viewed later.

•

Quick zooming in and out.

Explore the following list of apps for iOS devices—which
includes Stock+Option, Stock Tracker, Reuters News, and
StockPro—and find your perfect app to get you into the stock
17
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3. Stock Tracker

1. StockPro
Although the most expensive app on the list at $15.99, StockPro
is one of the best apps out there when it comes to managing
your stock portfolio and tracking the stock market, oﬀering users
a huge variety of cutting-edge features that are certain to
improve personal stock analytics and options.
StockPro oﬀers free streaming live quotes, pre-and-after-market
quotes, portfolio management and monitoring, custom alerts,
economic news and overviews, an events and earnings calendar,
and market signal scans as well as a plethora of other features to
help manage personal finances.
This app is one of the fastest and most reliable when it comes to
providing up-to-date quotes, DJIA, NASDAQ, and S&P 500
futures, and related economic news and one of the best when it
comes to its market single scans, stock details, and advanced
charts that analyze diﬀerent markets and options.
iTunes Preview and Download Link: StockPro

2. Stock+Option
The all-in-one stock market app, Stock+Option, oﬀers users a
bounty of resources to research, purchase, invest, and track their
stock market portfolios right on their iPhones or iPads.

This stock market app for iOS is packed with features including
streaming live quotes (before and after-hours coverage), creating
alerts for specific stocks, and providing up-to-date market news
on the home screen.

Stock+Option features in-depth options support; alerts for stock,
options, portfolio, and stock activities; live news; up-to-date
options strategies and charts; tick-level block trade data; SEC
Filings, Insider Trading information, Institutional and ETF
Holdings; and an array of analyst ratings.
From the app, users can also manage multiple portfolios with live
tracking, instant reporting, and a summary view of all holdings as
well as plan for future investments by exploring in-depth options
support and strategy templates.

Stock Tracker can track multiple portfolios and watch lists and
oﬀers a stock screener and chart for over 50 technical indicators.
Users can utilize these functions to analyze stocks, options, and
domestic and foreign exchanges as well as to perform market
signal scans. Stock Tracker also allows users to import portfolios
from Google Finance and Yahoo Finance and keep tabs on your
earnings and events in a specialized calendar.

iTunes Preview and Download Link: Stock+Option

You can even sync Stock Tracker with the free Apple Watch
18
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J. D. Biersdorfer posted the following article to the nytimes.com
on J November 10, 2017. tinyurl.com/lxqwg7g © The New York
Times Company. She is a member of the newsroom technology
staﬀ at the Times.

app of the same name, but keep in mind that although this app is
mostly free, it does oﬀer a number of in-app purchases that will
better your user experience.
iTunes Preview and Download Link: Stock Tracker

Managing Email On Multiple Devices

4. Reuters News

By J. D. Biersdorfer
Q. How do I eﬃciently manage my email with three devices:
computer, phone and tablet? Do I have to read, save, delete
email three times, or can I easily sync them?
A. Most mail programs give you the choice of two ways to set up
an account on a computer or mobile device — either with the
IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol) standard or POP (Post
Oﬃce Protocol). If you want
to keep your mailbox in sync
across multiple devices,
choose the IMAP method.

Reuters News app provides news and information across a
variety of topics, including U.S. and global financial news.

Compared with POP, IMAP is
a newer technology for
managing messages and
handles checking the same
mail account on multiple
devices much more
smoothly. With IMAP, even
though you can see your
mailbox in the mail program
on your computer and
devices, IMAP messages
actually live on the mail
server. When you read, delete
or flag a message, you are
performing that action on the
mail server. The mail apps on
your other devices see the
change when you view the

Tthe news section of this photo and video-rich app can be
customized to specific geographic areas, and the app also oﬀers
company profiles and a customizable watch list so that you can
keep track of the stock options you want to stay informed about
—you can even create a custom reading list of tickers and stories
that can be saved to the app for later browsing.
While the app itself doesn't oﬀer any of the additional features
related to finance that others on this list do, Reuters is one of the
best go-to resources for up-to-date reporting on the stock
market internationally and domestically, and can serve as a vital
tool for keeping you in the now when it comes to the health of
your personal investments.
iTunes Preview and Download Link: Reuters News
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view, manage, and organize your files. Apple has long resisted
providing a Finder-style option for users, largely because of the
sometimes cumbersome process of file management for the
average person, but no longer — as of iOS 11, we now have the
Files app, a new way to view and manage your documents.

In contrast, most POP mail systems in their default settings
download messages directly to the device that checks in at the
time, and then deletes those messages from the mail server.
When you check mail with your computer or other gadgets,
those devices do not get the deleted messages, but they may
download newer ones — which then get deleted from the server,
making your mailboxes out of sync.

Here's what the Files app is, what it isn't, and what you can
expect.

So what is the Files app?

As a workaround, some mail providers allow you to keep
messages on the server without deleting them automatically after
they download, but then you have to repeatedly delete a
message on each device. Additionally, the messages you send
stay on the Sent mailbox of the computer or device that actually
did the sending.

Files is to iOS as Finder is to macOS. Although not as fullfeatured as its macOS counterpart, the Files app lets you view,
preview, organize, store, and share files from iCloud and other
cloud-based providers.

Does it replace iCloud Drive on my iPhone and iPad?
Sort of. The iCloud Drive app is no more in iOS 11, that much is
true: Instead, iCloud Drive lives inside the Files app as one of
multiple "providers" that you can hook into.

Most modern mail providers and programs support IMAP. You
can find instructions for setting up IMAP mail accounts for
Google’s Gmail, Microsoft Outlook and Mozilla’s Thunderbird
program on their sites. Apple’s iCloud mail does not support POP
and uses IMAP by default.

What devices can use the Files app?
Any device that supports iOS 11 — iPhone and iPad alike.

What can you store in the Files app?
Just about anything! Files, folders, zip archives, presentations,
the works.

Serenity Caldwell posted the following article to iMore.com on
September 19, 2017. xxxxx © Mobile Nations. She is the
Managing Editor at iMore. She's been talking, writing about, and
tinkering with Apple products since she was old enough to
double-click.

What about music and movies?
Yup! You'll be able to store these, too — and in some instances,
even play them right in the Files app. We've confirmed that
MP3s, AACs, MP4s, MOVs, and FLAC files will all play inside the
Files app. (Still no luck on WebM, though.)

iOS 11'S Files App Faq: Everything You
Need To Know!

Can you unzip a compressed document in the Files
app?

iOS 11 gives you a new way to interact with your files. Here's
what you need to know!

Sort of, but not really. The app oﬀers a "Preview Files" button
when you open a zip file; tap it, and you'll view any assets in that
zipped file one by one (where they can then be saved separately

By Serenity Caldwell
It's been a long time coming, and now iOS has an oﬃcial way to
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to iCloud Drive), but you won't be able to actually unzip the file or
view any folders contained therein.

What's this about organizing files from other cloud
services?

What about oﬄine access?

The Files app isn't just for your locally stored and iCloud Drive
documents: It also supports viewing and opening files from
services like Box, Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive, Baidu, Adobe
Creative Cloud, and Google Drive. You'll need updated versions
of these apps before they'll work as Locations in Files, however.

Yes! You can download any file locally to your device, where it
will be copied from your service of choice to an "On My iPhone"
or "On My iPad" folder.

Can I organize files?

Any apps you add to Locations live separately in their own folder
— they don't yet mingle together the way Apple Music tracks
and personal library tracks live side by side.

Yes! You'll be able to view your files by Name, Date, Size, and
Tags, as well as either in List or Icon view. You can also add and
rename folders and files, and on iPad, you'll be able to drag and
drop files into folders.

It's also unclear as to whether you'll be able to use servicespecific features (like Dropbox's Sharing), or you'll be restricted
to simple read/write access, with all sharing and collaboration
done through iCloud Sharing.

Wait, iCloud Sharing? Does that mean I can share
files and collaborate now?
Yes! iOS 11 brings iCloud Sharing out of the iWork apps and
standardizes it across the operating system as well as macOS.
This means that you'll be able to select any document, photo,
screenshot, video, and the like and share it with friends and coworkers. Shared Folder support looks like it might be an option,
as well, including user collaboration and viewing/editing access
to files, but it's as of yet unclear how that will work beyond using
APIs like NSFileCoordinator and NSDocument.

What's this about Tags and Favorites?
The Files app oﬀers a new Tags section that lets you add colored
and custom-named tags to any file in the app. These tags make
it easier to find documents without having to constantly organize
them into folders; they're very similar to the Finder's own tagging
system.

How do you view documents from the Files app in
other apps?
It works similarly to how the Document Picker in iOS 10 works
now. If you tap on an upload toggle in Safari or an open link in an
app, you'll likely be brought to the Document Picker and asked
where you'd like to source your files.

Can I duplicate files? What about aliasing?
At this time: No, and no. (And don't even start with me about
compressing folders — this is version 1 of the Files app!)
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2. Locate the folder you want to add to the Favorites list
3. Tap and hold on the folder and choose “Favorite” when
the black menu appears on screen.

How To Add Folders To Favorites List In
Files For iOS

The Files app on iPhone and iPad is a bit like a light version of
Finder on Mac, oﬀering direct access to files and folders in iOS
11. If you find yourself accessing a particular folder often within
Files app, you can make it quicker to access by adding it to your
Favorites list. Once an item is added to the Favorite list of iOS
Files app, it will be visible in the Favorites section of the app, or
the sidebar for iPad users when Files app is in horizontal mode.

The folders will appear in the Favorites list in the “Locations”
section of the Files app when at the Browse screen, or in the
sidebar if you use Files app in horizontal mode on the iPad.

You can add a folder to the favorites section of iOS Files app with
a tap trick or with drag and drop, we’ll show you how to use
both. And of course, we’ll also show you how to remove an item
from the Files app Favorites list too.

The iPad Files app features drag and drop support that is quite
similar to the Mac by having the sidebar constantly visible when
the device is in horizontal mode.

4. Repeat with other folders to favorite as necessary

How to Favorite a Folder on Files for iPad with Drag
& Drop

1. Place the iPad in horizontal position and open the Files

How to Add Folders to Favorites List in Files for iOS

app

All iPhone and iPad users can add folders to favorites by using a
simple tap trick:
1.
already

2. Tap and hold on the folder you want to favorite, then
drag it into the Files app sidebar under the “Favorites” section,
then let go

Open the Files app in iOS if you have not done so
22
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3. Repeat with other folders to remove from the iOS Files
favorites list

The drag and drop approach to adding items to favorites in iOS
Files app works just like adding folders to the Favorites
sidebar in Finder for Mac OS, so if you’re on an iPad and
coming from a Mac background the process should feel similar.

Keep in mind you can also just toggle the little “>” arrow button
next to the Favorites list to hide the favorites items as well,
though that will hide the entire Favorites list rather than remove
any of the items in the list.

Drag and drop support also works in vertical mode and Files app
on iPhone, but you’ll need to tap and hold on the folder with one
finger while using another finger to tap on “Locations” and then
drop it in the Favorites list from there. It works, but it’s a lot easier
to do it in horizontal view on iPad.

The new iOS Files app is simple to use while still retaining a good
feature set, if you don’t have Files app in iOS it’s probably
because you don’t have iOS 11 or later installed on the iPhone,
iPad, or iPod touch, or perhaps you inadvertently deleted the
Files app, in which case you’d either need to update iOS or redownload the Files app again.

How to Remove a Folder from Favorites List in Files
for iOS
Removing a folder from the favorites list is easy as well:
1. Go to the Locations section of the Files app and find
the folder you want to remove from the Favorites list
2. Swipe left on the folder to remove from Favorites and
choose “Remove”
23
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setting now. Why is AirDrop hidden? Most likely that is because
of space constraints on the smaller iPhone screen. Thus, this tip
applies mostly to iPhone, cellular iPad models, and iPod Touch
users, since AirDrop is easier to find on iPad Control Center.

How to Access AirDrop on iOS 11
Control Center

How to Access AirDrop in Control Center for iOS 11
For iPhone, cellular iPad, and iPod Touch, here’s how you can
access and enable or disable AirDrop from Control Center:
1.

Swipe to open Control Center on the iPhone as

usual
2.
Hard press (3D Touch)* on the networking square of
Control Center, this is where you see the buttons for Airplane
mode, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and Cellular

You might be wondering where AirDrop went in iOS 11 Control
Center, and you’re probably not alone. AirDrop allows for rapid
wireless transfer of pictures and files between iOS devices or
Macs, and is one of the more convenient features available on
the Apple platforms. Many users quickly enable and access
AirDrop through Control Center on their iPhone or iPad, but with
iOS 11 you may have noticed that AirDrop is no longer in Control
Center… at least initially. While it may be hidden now, enabling
AirDrop is still possible from Control Center for iOS 11 on iPhone
X, iPhone 8, iPhone 7, and all other iPhone models, as well as
cellular iPad devices. Once you learn how to access it you’ll
discover toggling AirDrop from Control Center is otherwise just
as easy to enable or disable as before.

3. An expanded networking control panel will appear on
screen in Control Center, revealing AirDrop

Note that while AirDrop is hidden in Control Center on iPhone
and iPod touch with iOS 11, AirDrop is always visible in the
Control Center of non-cellular iPad with iOS 11. This has led
some users to think AirDrop is no longer supported or possible
on their iPhone models, but it it is, it’s just hidden behind another
24
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AirDrop setting in place
* The 3D Touch is necessary for iPhone models that support the
pressure sensitive touching on screen, whereas models without
3D Touch will require a long press to access the networking
Control Center options instead.
That’s it, now you can use AirDrop as you normally would.
There are many ways to use AirDrop to send and receive files, in
between iOS devices, AirDrop from Mac to iOS, and iOS to Mac.
It’s probably the easiest way to send and receive files between
other users on an Apple device.
The above approach applies to iPad cellular models as well, but
note that with non-cellular iPad devices the AirDrop setting is
always visible because the cellular toggle isn’t there in Control
Center.
◦ Receiving Oﬀ – turns oﬀ AirDrop receiving on the
iPhone
◦ Contacts only – enables AirDrop only for people
on your Contacts list

How to Enable or Disable AirDrop in iOS 11 via
Settings

◦
Everyone – turns on AirDrop receiving from
anyone within proximity of AirDrop
6.

If using 3D Touch or a long press on the networking section of
Control Center is too cumbersome, then recall that you can
always enable or disable AirDrop from the Settings app of iOS as

Swipe out of Control Center as usual with your new
25
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well, and this applies to all devices, iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.
1.
2.
3.

Open the “Settings” app on iOS
Tap on “General” then go to “AirDrop”
Choose your AirDrop setting:

◦

Receiving Oﬀ

◦

Contacts Only

◦
4.

Everyone
Exit Settings with the AirDrop preference set

Whether you toggle AirDrop from Settings or Control Center does
not matter, the end result is the same and it’s either enabled or
disabled.

Apple Diagnostics will run a suite of tests on the Mac to check
for hardware issues – meaning, not a problem with system
software, but instead it searches for trouble with some sort of
hardware component on the Macintosh. For example, if a port is
no longer working, a battery has failed, an issue with the
graphics card or display, things of that nature that are not related
to system software or software related trouble.

That should help to answer some of the questions out there
about using and accessing AirDrop in iOS 11. Perhaps in future
versions of iOS users will have a choice to have a dedicated
AirDrop toggle immediately available in Control Center, like it
used to be in prior versions of the system software. In the
meantime, just remember to hard-press the networking square of
Control Center to find AirDrop settings.

Apple Diagnostics is basically the modern incarnation of Apple
Hardware Test. Newer Macs will run Apple Diagnostics, whereas
older Macs from 2013 and before will run the Apple Hardware
Test suite instead. AHT typically displays a bit more information
to the end user, while AD is a bit more restrained. Nonetheless,
both are initiated the same way, and both are excellent for
troubleshooting potential hardware issues on a Mac, regardless
of whether it’s an old or new model.

AirDrop is a great feature for iPhone, iPad, and Mac, you can find
more AirDrop tips here if interested.
The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on November
28, 2017. tinyurl.com/gp3gq5a. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of
tips and good info.

Entering into Apple Diagnostics on a Mac is fairly simple,
requiring a keypress on system boot. Here’s what you should do
to accurately run the test on a Mac:

Use Apple Diagnostics On Mac To
Identify & Troubleshoot Hardware
Problems

How to Run Apple Diagnostics on Mac to Test for
Hardware Issues
1. Disconnect all devices and cables connected to the Mac that
are not required for it to function (i.e.; keyboard, mouse, external
display, power cable)

If your Mac is experiencing unusual problems that you suspect
may be a result of a hardware issue, using Apple Diagnostics
may help to identify and even troubleshoot a problem.
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2. Shut down the Mac by going to the  Apple menu and
choosing “Shut Down”
3.
Turn on the Mac by pressing the Power button, then
immediately press and hold the “D” key on the keyboard
4. Continue holding the “D” key until you see a screen asking
you to select your language, then click on your language choice
to proceed

6. When finished, the Mac will report any issues that are found
and show a reference code* if applicable

5. Apple Diagnostics will run a series of hardware tests on the
Mac, displaying a progress bar on the screen with an estimated
time remaining and a “Checking your Mac…” message, this
usually takes a few minutes to complete

7. You can run the Apple Diagnostic test again by clicking “Run
the test again” if desired, otherwise you can choose the “Get
Started” support option, “Restart” option, or “Shut Down”
27
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issue pertains to. You can then get further information by making
note of the Apple Diagnostics reference code number and
checking the Apple Reference Codes page here for additional
information. This is a helpful resource and should assist you in
troubleshooting a hardware problem.

There are many potential error messages that may show up in
Apple Diagnostics, and if you’re not sure what to make of them
you can check them with the Apple diagnostic code list
discussed further below, or contact Apple directly for support
options.

Going Further with Apple Diagnostics and
Troubleshooting Mac Hardware

Keep in mind that not every single hardware issue is going to
show up or be flagged by Apple Diagnostics. Some more
unusual hardware problems may not be discovered by the Apple
Diagnostic tool included on Mac, and would need to have
additional troubleshooting and discovery tests run by an
authorized Apple technician. This can include unusual behavior
like a computer that won’t start randomly, or a Mac that
randomly shuts down, or some problems with ports or the
internal display. Also, any physical damage to the Mac will not
show up in Apple Diagnostics, so if your Mac has a big dent in
the side or a cracked screen, that will not show up in the
hardware test. Neither will something like drying a Mac after the
Mac has sustained water or liquid contact, unless the water
contact actually damaged something that is then detectable in
the diagnostic test. For this reason, the Apple Diagnostic test is
not perfect, but it’s a great starting point for end consumers to
begin troubleshooting some particularly annoying hardware
problems on a Mac, iMac, MacBook, MacBook Pro, or other
modern Macintosh computer.

Remember, the Apple Diagnostics tool is helpful, but it is not
definitive. If you are experiencing problems on a Mac that seem
to be clearly related to a hardware problem, you will probably
want to do the following:
• Run the aforementioned Apple Diagnostics test, repeat
the test a few times if desired and/or to be thorough
• Backup the Mac with Time Machine
• Perform an SMC reset
• Perform an PRAM / NVRAM reset
• If the problem persists, contact Apple Support or an
oﬃcial Apple authorized repair center for further assistance
The good news is that hardware problems are rare, and most
hardware problems are fixable. In fact, many hardware issues will
be covered by the Apple warranty or Applecare Extended
Warranty, meaning a repair would be free of charge, as long as
the problem is not not from damage or user-caused behavior.

Running Apple Diagnostics on a Mac via the Internet
You can also run Apple Diagnostics test over the internet by
holding down Option + D during system start. This takes a little
longer to load, but the hardware diagnostic test otherwise works
the same.

Apple posted the following article on September 26, 2017 to
support.apple.com.tinyurl.com/pbdwq9q. © Apple Inc.

How do I interpret Apple Diagnostics references
codes from a Mac?

About Macos Recovery
The utilities in macOS Recovery help you restore from Time
Machine, reinstall macOS, get help online, repair or erase a hard
disk, and more.

If Apple Diagnostics reports a potential issue, it will provide a
reference diagnostic code and a brief explanation of what the
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depending on the key combination you used while starting up.
For details, see How to reinstall macOS.
Get Help Online: Use Safari to browse the web and find help for
your Mac. Links to Apple's support website are included.
Browser plug-ins and extensions are disabled.

How to use macOS Recovery
Hold down Command-R or one of the other macOS Recovery
key combinations on your keyboard immediately after pressing
the power button to turn on your Mac, or immediately after your
Mac begins to restart. Continue holding until you see the Apple
logo or a spinning globe. Startup is complete when you see the
utilities window:

Disk Utility: Use Disk Utility to repair or erase your startup disk
or other hard disk.
These additional utilities are available from the Utilities menu in
the menu bar:
• Firmware Password Utility
• Network Utility
• Terminal
To quit macOS Recovery, choose Restart or Shut Down from the
Apple () menu. If you want to choose a diﬀerent startup disk
before quitting, choose Startup Disk from the Apple menu.

If you can't start up from macOS Recovery
Newer Mac computers and some older Mac
computers automatically try to start up from macOS Recovery
over the Internet when unable to start up from the built-in
recovery system. When that happens, you see a spinning globe
instead of an Apple logo during startup. To manually start up
from macOS Recovery over the Internet, hold down OptionCommand-R or Shift-Option-Command-R at startup.

After starting up from macOS Recovery, select from these
utilities, then click Continue:

If you still can't start up from macOS Recovery, and you have a
Mac that is able to start up completely, you might be able
to create an external Mac startup disk to start up from instead.

Restore From Time Machine Backup: Restore your Mac from
an external hard drive or Time Capsule that contains a Time
Machine backup of your Mac.

macOS Recovery over the Internet, the Reinstall macOS utility,
and the Get Help Online utility all require an Internet connection.
If you need to connect to a Wi-Fi network, move your pointer to
the top of the screen, then choose a network from the Wi-Fi

Reinstall macOS (or Reinstall OS X): Download and reinstall
the Mac operating system.
The Reinstall macOS utility installs diﬀerent versions of macOS

status menu
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paper and pen. They can download course readings, look up
unfamiliar concepts on the fly and create an accurate, wellorganized record of the lecture material. All of that is good.
But a growing body of evidence shows that over all, college
students learn less when they use computers or tablets during
lectures. They also tend to earn worse grades. The research is
unequivocal: Laptops distract from learning, both for users and
for those around them. It’s not much of a leap to expect that
electronics also undermine learning in high school classrooms or
that they hurt productivity in meetings in all kinds of workplaces.

Laptops Are Great. But Not During A
Lecture Or A Meeting
By Susan Dynarski

Measuring the eﬀect of laptops on learning is tough. One
problem is that students don’t all use laptops the same way. It
might be that dedicated students, who tend to earn high grades,
use them more frequently in classes. It might be that the most
distracted students turn to their laptops whenever they are
bored. In any case, a simple comparison of performance may
confuse the eﬀect of laptops with the characteristics of the
students who choose to use them. Researchers call this
“selection bias.”
Researchers can solve that problem by randomly assigning some
students to use laptops. With that approach, the students who
use laptops are comparable in all other ways to those who don’t.
In a series of experiments at Princeton University and the
University of California, Los Angeles, students were randomly
assigned either laptops or pen and paper for note-taking at a
lecture. Those who had used laptops had substantially worse
understanding of the lecture, as measured by a standardized
test, than those who did not.

Step into any college lecture hall and you are likely to find a sea
of students typing away at open, glowing laptops as the
professor speaks. But you won’t see that when I’m teaching.

The researchers hypothesized that, because students can type
faster than they can write, the lecturer’s words flowed right to the
students’ typing fingers without stopping in their brains for
substantive processing. Students writing by hand had to process
and condense the spoken material simply to enable their pens to
keep up with the lecture. Indeed, the notes of the laptop users
more closely resembled transcripts than lecture summaries. The

Though I make a few exceptions, I generally ban electronics,
including laptops, in my classes and research seminars.
That may seem extreme. After all, with laptops, students can, in
some ways, absorb more from lectures than they can with just
30
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handwritten versions were more succinct but included the salient
issues discussed in the lecture.

tablets had performed substantially worse than those in the
sections where electronics were banned.

Even so, it may seem heavy-handed to ban electronics in the
classroom. Most college students are legal adults who can serve
in the armed forces, vote and own property. Why shouldn’t they
decide themselves whether to use a laptop?

You might question whether the experience of military cadets
learning economics is relevant to students in other settings —
say, community college students learning Shakespeare. But we’d
expect the negative eﬀects of laptops to be, if anything, less at
West Point, where all courses are taught in small sections, than it
is at institutions with many large lectures. Further, cadets have
very strong incentives to perform well and avoid distractions,
since class rank has a major impact on their job status after
graduation.

The strongest argument against allowing that choice is that one
student’s use of a laptop harms the learning of students around
them. In a series of lab experiments, researchers at York
University and McMaster University in Canada tested the eﬀect
of laptops on students who weren’t using them. Some students
were told to perform small tasks on their laptops unrelated to the
lecture, like looking up movie times. As expected, these students
retained less of the lecture material. But what is really interesting
is that the learning of students seated near the laptop users was
also negatively aﬀected.

The best way to settle this question is probably to study laptop
use in more colleges. But until then, I find the evidence
suﬃciently compelling that I’ve made my decision: I ban
electronics in my own classes.
I do make one major exception. Students with learning
disabilities may use electronics in order to participate in class.
This does reveal that any student using electronics has a learning
disability. That is a loss of privacy for those students, which also
occurs when they are given more time to complete a test. Those
negatives must be weighed against the learning losses of other
students when laptops are used in class.

The economic term for such a spillover is a “negative externality,”
which occurs when one person’s consumption harms the wellbeing of others. The classic negative externality is pollution: A
factory burning coal or a car using gasoline can harm the air and
environment for those around it. A laptop can sometimes be a
form of visual pollution: Those nearby see its screen, and their
attention is pulled toward its enticements, which often include
not just note-taking but Facebook, Twitter, email and news.

Students may object that a laptop ban prevents them from
storing notes on their computers. But smartphones can snap
pictures of handwritten pages and convert them to an electronic
format. Even better, outside class, students can read their own
handwritten notes and type them, if they like, a process that
enhances learning.

These experiments go only so far. They may not capture positive
eﬀects of laptops in real classrooms over the course of a
semester, when students use their typed notes for review and
grades are at stake. But another study did just that.

The best evidence available now suggests that students should
avoid laptops during lectures and just pick up their pens. It’s not
a leap to think that the same holds for middle and high school
classrooms, as well as for workplace meetings.

At the United States Military Academy, a team of professors
studied laptop use in an introductory economics class. The
course was taught in small sections, which the researchers
randomly assigned to one of three conditions: electronics
allowed, electronics banned and tablets allowed but only if laid
flat on desks, where professors could monitor their use. By the
end of the semester, students in the classrooms with laptops or
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on November 1.
2017. tinyurl.com/y8kadc9v. © OSX Daily.

Settings from iOS 11 onward.

How To Stop iPad From Sleeping And
Turning Screen Oﬀ

In modern versions of iOS, you can stop the iPad from sleeping
the display with inactivity, or delay how long it takes for iPad to
sleep the screen, by doing the following:

How to Stop iPad Screen from Sleeping and Locking

1.

Open the “Settings” app on iPad

2.

Go to “Display & Brightness” then choose “Auto-

Lock”

Many iPad users wonder how they can stop their iPad screen
from sleeping automatically. If you want to stop the iPad from
sleeping and turning the display oﬀ on it’s own, you can easily do
so with a settings adjustment.
For the unfamiliar; the iPad will put itself to sleep and turn the
screen oﬀ when it’s not in use after a short amount of time, this
mechanism is the default because it helps to preserve battery life
and can improve device security since by sleeping itself it will
lock with the device passcode as well. That’s all well and good,
but some users may find the automatic sleep behavior on iPad to
be overly aggressive, and if you use the iPad to read something
while participating in another activity, like cooking, reading or
referencing something on screen, of if you’re using the iPad as a
display or kiosk type situation.

3.
Choose one of the following options suited to your
iPad display needs:
◦
Never – to stop the iPad from sleeping itself
completely, choose “Never” as the option, this will completely
prevent the iPad from sleeping the screen on its own
◦
2 minutes
◦
5 minutes
◦
10 minutes
◦
15 minutes

It’s important to diﬀerentiate between the automatic screen
sleeping behavior, which occurs with inactivity, and the automatic
display brightness adjustment, which occurs with changes in
ambient lighting. You can disable or enable the auto-brightness
setting in iOS if desired, note that it changed locations within
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A decent compromise for many users is the 10 or 15 minutes
options, which allow ample time to stare at a screen without
interacting with it, before the iPad display turns itself oﬀ. The 15
minute option is popular with hobbyists reading manuals and
guides, musicians reading notes or tabs, and chefs or any other
kitchen enthusiast using an iPad as a recipe holder while
cooking, and has the advantage of still turning itself oﬀ for
security and privacy reasons after 15 minutes of inactivity.
By the way, if your iPad is an earlier model running a prior version
of iOS the setting still exists but is located elsewhere, contained
within the General settings section rather than the Display
settings.
And for those who are curious, this setting also exists on iPhone
and iPod touch too, though it seems to be used less on the
pocketable devices compared to iPad.

To completely disable the iPad screen sleep behavior just choose
“Never”, but note that by doing so you will need to lock the iPad
display yourself by hitting the lock/power button on the device
(or using the virtualized lock button via Accessibility). Just
remember there are security and privacy ramifications with the
Never option, because if the iPad does not sleep itself and
automatically lock, then anyone can freely use the device at any
time just by walking up to it in the woken and active state. It will
be entirely up to you or the last person on the iPad to turn oﬀ the
display and lock it down with the lock button.
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on November 1, 2017. tinyurl.com/lxqwg7g © The New York
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for The New York Times since 1998 and is the author or coauthor of eight books on consumer-technology topics.
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models, but the Apple Pencil, shown here with an iPad Pro and
the Procreate app, is designed for those who need a responsive
tool for drawing and sketching. But more aﬀordable options also
oﬀer useful features.
If you are just looking for a stylus to take handwritten notes or do
some basic drawing, the less expensive models are probably
fine. The $10 Adonit Mark, the $20 Hand Stylus and the thickbarreled $25 Studio Neat Cosmonaut are all general purpose
models that work on most capacitive touch screen devices.
Unlike the more expensive stylus models, which sometimes
require their own battery power or Bluetooth pairing with a
designated tablet, most economy models do not need to be
powered and work right out of the package.

A Stylus That Works For Tablet And
Wallet
By J. D. Biersdorfer

For those with artistic inclinations or who want a stylus that was
designed to work smoothly with certain tablet hardware and
software, the more expensive models have perks. Most include a
wider degree of tilt and pressure sensitivity, which lets you vary
the weight and shading of the lines drawn on the tablet screen,
much like a pen on paper. The higher-end tablet pens are often
more responsive, with less lag time between when you put the tip
to the glass and when you see your handwriting or sketches
appear.
Forking over a hundred dollars for a digital writing stick may be
too much of an extravagance for many people. In the middle
ground, you can also find accessories that oﬀer more features
than the basic models — but cost less than a high-end stylus.
The $40 Sensu Artist Brush & Stylus includes two artist’s tools
(including a “digital” paintbrush) in one device that works with
most touch screens, while the $75 Adonit Pixel promises smooth
response, pressure sensitivity and shortcut buttons, all while
working on a wider variety of iOS devices than the Apple Pencil.

Q. What is the diﬀerence between a $100 tablet stylus compared
with a $10 model?
A. Those pricier styluses are often designed to work with a
specific tablet line — as is the case of the Apple Pencil, the
Google Pixelbook Pen and the Microsoft Surface Pen — and can
include customized features for those devices. For example,
Google’s Pixelbook Pen integrates with the Google Assistant
software and will search the web for words or images you circle
on the Pixelbook screen.
The $99 price tag makes it one of the more expensive stylus
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February 23, 2017. tinyurl.com/yacfyl48. © IDG Communications.
He is a Senior Contributor to TechHive and has been a regular
contributor to Macworld and others.
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have connected.
[ Further reading:The best home security cameras ]
You want to make the modest investment in a surge protector for
the same reason you want to have a backup of your data:
because there’s no going back after an adverse event. Getting
ahead of a problem that may be unlikely but not improbable
saves you from the enormous consequences if it occurs. (You do
have multiple backups of your data, right?)

Best Surge Protector

Far better than ordinary power strips, these products will protect
your expensive electronics from dangerous power spikes. We'll
help you pick the right one for your home or small oﬃce.

Best all-purpose surge protector: Belkin PivotPlug
Belkin 12-outlet PivotPlug (model
BP112230-08)
Read TechHive's review
$32.49

MSRP

Pivoting outlets, a low clamping
threshold, high durability, and a
cable organizer combine to make
this a great surge protector at a
reasonable price.

By Glenn Fleishman

If you don’t care about power being cut oﬀ and want a lowclamping voltage (330V on all legs), our top pick is the very
flexible and adaptable Belkin 12-Outlet PivotPlug Surge
Protector (BP112230-08), which has an eight-foot cord and both
protection and ground-fault indicators.

You only know for sure that you needed a surge protector after
your equipment fries. Then it’s too late. For a very reasonable
amount of money, you could put an almost literal firewall
between your expensive (and cheap) electronics and the juice
coming in from a wall socket. A surge protector throws itself into
the line of fire, sacrificing its components again and again so that
your devices stay functional.

Best at powering-oﬀ when it can no longer provide
protection: Tripp Lite TLP1208TELTV

These reviews are of surge protectors designed for a home oﬃce
or cubicle, or a home-entertainment system. Such power
mediators have a single function: keeping voltage from
exceeding a certain rated level, beyond which equipment can
blow a fuse, burn out its power supply, or completely fry its
circuitry beyond repair. The surge protector takes a hit instead of
your hardware or A/V system, and it could potentially save you
hundreds to many thousands of dollars, depending on what you

Tripp Lite TLP1208TELTV Surge
Protector
Read TechHive's review
$30.04

MSRP

This surge protector is just what
you need if you're looking for a
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We evaluated these features:

The best surge protector that automatically cuts power when
protection fails is the Tripp Lite’s TLP1208TELTV, a 12-outlet
model that lacks fancy features such as pivoting plugs and won’t
accommodate as many wall warts as some other protectors
we’ve reviewed, but it’s just $30 and it has the right clamping
specs, too.

• Does the surge protector continue to provide power when
its clamping capability has burned out? (See the next
section for an explanation of precisely what that means.)
• How easy is it to plug in both regular 2-prong and 3-prong
cables intermingled with various kinds of USB adapters and
wall warts?
• What’s the ratio of cost to features and outlets?
• Advanced features, such as USB charging
• For travel models, how many outlets does it have while
remaining compact and versatile, in addition to everything
above?

Runner-up surge protector: APC SurgeArrest
APC (American Power
C o n v e r s i o n )
SurgeArrest (model
P11VNT3)

Features you typically won’t find in surge suppressors such as
these are alarms or networked intelligence to alert a computer
(and manage a controlled shutdown), or act as an Internet of
Things device, to warn about electrical anomalies or provide a
status report. For that, you’ll need to step up to an uninterruptible
power supply (UPS), which combines a continuously charged
battery backup, power conditioning, and surge protection. Those
cost from a little to much more.

R e a d Te c h H i v e ' s
review MSRP $30.76
A solid entry that falls
short in a couple of
choices about continuous power and clamping voltage.
APC’s SurgeArrest is only slightly less flexible than Belkin’s
oﬀering, and it won’t cut oﬀ power to your devices unless its
main line-neutral protection fails. It has one fewer outlet than the
PivotPlug,and it doesn’t have those fancy rotating outlets, but it
is well made and its receptacles are widely spaced to
accommodate lots of wall warts.

How a surge protector works
The electrical grid wasn’t designed for electronics, and surges
and spikes used to be more
regular and higher, as they didn’t
aﬀect electric motors. That’s
changed dramatically over several
decades, as utilities have cleaned
up what’s delivered to homes and
buildings. Depending on the age of
a utility’s systems and how
frequently lightning strikes occur,
however, surges and huge spikes
might be regular occurrences.

Factors we considered
We considered several common factors for three scenarios: a
home-entertainment system, such as a TV, disc player, streaming
media box, and receiver system; a home oﬃce or cubicle with a
desktop computer and peripherals, including monitors and hard
drives; and an on-the-go option, if you want to travel with a
multi-outlet strip that also gives you piece of mind, especially in
hotels and conference rooms, where you don’t know what kind of
power will be provided.

The class of surge protectors reviewed here rely on MOVs (metal
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Some surge protectors include telephone and coaxial passthrough connections for protecting DSL and cable-/satellite-TV
connections. Industry reports and testing indicates these
protections are eﬀectively pointless, so we didn’t consider their
presence or absence in our testing and reviews.

oxide varistors) to absorb excess voltage.
A surge protector should more accurately be called “a thing that
blocks excessive voltage when it exceeds a certain extreme
point.” This cutoﬀ, called clamping, is typically 330 volts (V),
400V, or 500V. While 330V or above might seem high compared
to the 120V nominally delivered in the U.S., it’s not really that out
of whack. Alternating current (AC) voltage centers around 120V,
but it cycles or alternates from -170V through 0V to +170V and
back again; 120V is the rough average.

You can compare surge protectors’ durability, or the period over
which the MOVs will remain eﬀective, by looking at the number
of joules advertised for the product. Joules measure how much
energy is expended; the more joules, the more energy. So in an
exactly equal situation in the same house with routine surges, a
unit rated for 1000 joules should last half as long as one rated at
2000 joules.

Electronics and all other electrically powered anything for a home
or oﬃce can accept brief amounts of much higher maximum
voltages, which you can logically determine must be true as
modest surges are routine and electronic equipment in homes
isn’t constantly failing without a surge protector; it’s the big
surges that need to be blocked.

In practice, this is very, very hard to determine. MOVs don’t
degrade in a perfect linear fashion, and not all MOVs are of the
same quality. Joules provide a rough basis of comparison that’s
nearly impossible to test in lab conditions, as you’d have to
simulate a variety of surges over long periods of time with
multiple identical units of each model. That’s what manufacturers
do in designing and testing their products. Certification from
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) provides assurance that the
product has been independently tested.

Surge protectors of the category we tested use metal oxide
varistors (MOVs), a kind of circuitry that absorbs voltages above
the clamping level and eﬀectively burn away over time. In an area
with erratic voltage, your surge protector might wear out in
months or a few years; on other electrical systems, it might last
indefinitely. (There’s a much more expensive type of surge
protector designed for high-end audio and very expensive
electronics. It costs about ten times as much and it eﬀectively
never burns out.)

We’ll use joules as a rough rule of thumb, as it tends to parallel
diﬀerences in price and other features, too. But when the MOVs
burn out, what happens next?

You don’t get full protection from an electrical strike with a surge
protector: a strike near your home can exceed any consumer’s
device’s ability to block the expended energy, though a circuit
breaker on some models might trigger first. If you’re concerned
about electrical strikes, you need to upgrade how the electrical
feed comes into your house (or convince a landlord to do the
same). But electrical strikes miles away can induce smaller
surges that protectors will absorb.

Rather burn out than fade away
I’m about to blow your mind—or at least the minds of most
people. If you have a surge protector already in place somewhere
in your house or oﬃce, go take a quick glance at it and come
back. Now, without looking again, is the “protection” light still lit?
Can’t tell me? That’s a problem.
Older surge protectors were typically designed around the
concern that computers had spinning hard disk drives (HDDs)
inside, and that it was better to lose surge protection and keep
providing power than to drop AC power when protection had

Phone jacks and coax connectors on a surge protector don’t add
much to its value.
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AC power has three “legs” over which power passes. With a
three-wire outlet, which is required for surge protectors, those
are line, neutral, and ground. Power comes in over line and
passes through neutral, and cycles through negative and positive
voltage; that’s one leg (known as L-N).

If the light isn’t lit, the MOVs have burned out, and there’s no
protection left!
Unlike the typical warning
indicator, you need to be
concerned when this one
stops glowing.

There’s also a leg each from live to ground (L-G) and neutral to
ground (N-G), which prevent a short circuit in the wiring from
causing a fire or an explosion. A proper ground wire in an outlet
connects back to a grounding rod for an entire home or building
that drains voltage literally to the earth.
Many surge protector manufacturers oﬀer limited warranties for
damage to things plugged into the protector if said damage
stems from voltage passing through to the device. These
warranties (we’ve seen them oﬀer anywhere from $20,000 to
$300,000 in coverage), however, have so many provisos and
exclusions—including having to apply for coverage within 15 or
30 days of damage with some, proving the right electrical setup,
and providing receipts for all damaged goods—that the odds of
meeting all the terms and collecting seem low. We’ve provided a
sentence about warranties in each review, just so you’re
informed, but don’t count on collecting unless you’re a good
recordkeeper.

Now go back and look at
those protectors again:
which ones are burned out?
Those are the ones you want to replace post haste. I confess that
I only learned this in 2016; I checked mine, and had to replace
one a few months later when that light suddenly disappeared.
That’s the biggest choice you’ll face, and we considered it in the
six surge protectors we brought in for testing. But there are three
variants when protection fails:
• All power stops flowing, which will immediately remove
electricity to all connected devices. With SSDs or streaming
audio/video equipment or a Blu-Ray or other disc player,
that’s not a big deal. Better to lose power than to let a surge
through.

One last detail: a long power cord—at least 8 feet—is a must
with a surge protector. That’s because for safety and power load,
you must plug your surge protector directly into a wall socket,
not into another surge protector, power strip, or uninterruptible
power supply. Because you can plug so much power into a
multi-outlet device, it’s very easy to overload the thing into which
you’re “daisy chaining” the surge protector, which can cause
product failure or even an electrical fire.

• Some power stops flowing. There are three diﬀerent paths
for electricity with AC power, and one is more important to
protect against surges than the other two. (See below for
more detail.) Some protectors thus only stop power passing
through if that critical juncture’s MOVs die. You have to look
at the protection light to know the state of protection.

A long cord is essential, since your equipment might be far
from the nearest outlet. Consider 8 feet to be a minimum.

• Power always flows, but the light turns oﬀ. In this scenario,
you must stay alert, particularly during a storm and right
afterwards, or whenever your lights flicker .

You also must plug surge a protector into a properly grounded 3prong outlet. You can use one of those clever 3-to-2 adapters
that I know too well as the owner of an old house, in which only
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find your house isn’t grounded, call an electrician immediately;
it’s a hazard. Fortunately, it can be cheap to fix unless the house
was badly wired.
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Mac which will check the disk and clear most system caches. it is
similar to what is done by Disk Utility.
it was also suggested that it’s not a bad idea to purchase
CleanMyMac3 ($40) which you can use to scan the Mac to get rid
of junk (unnecessary files). Also, get Malwarebytes which is the
best antivirus tool for Macs. There is a free version which will
periodically scan your Mac for malware. There is also a premium
version which costs $40 a year that will continuously check on
malware. We also discussed MacKeeper which you should never
install, or if surreptitiously installed from many sites offering
something for free, should be uninstalled. Also it can come with a
false message for Adobe Flash updates. Uninstall it!

If you don’t follow the guidelines spelled out for plugging your
surge protector into the wall, you can damage it void the product
warranty and any damaged-items protection that comes with it.

The next question dealt with an iPad storage usage, but after
deleting numerous photos, storage use went up. Adam indicated
that deleted photos first go to a Recently Deleted folder (in the
Albums tab) where they remain for about 30 days. Delete the
contents of this folder.

MLMUG November 11, 2017 Meeting
MInutes
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary

The Power Nap functionality is similar to Sleep, except that it
periodically awakens the Mac to accomplish some tasks so the
Mac is fully ready when you awaken it.

Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at
9:00 AM at the Hershey’s Mill Community Center near West
Chester. Mark counted about 40 attendees, including 5 visitors,
two of whom became members.

Another question related to Calendars not syncing across all
devices. The problem might be that some calendars are set to be
only recorded on a local device. The solution is to check iCloud
settings in System Preference across all devices and see that
Calendars are set to be synced by iCloud.

OS SIG - ADAM RiCE
Adam demonstrated some aspects of the iPhone X, concentrating
on the new cameras and the automatic editing tools.
A member asked what should be done on a daily basis to keep
our Macs running smoothly. The general answer is that for 80% to
90% of the time nothing special has to be done since the
operating system cleans up many problems.

You can merge multiple calendars by dragging one calendar onto
another. However, before you do this it’s a good idea to export
your calendars to the desktop or somewhere just in case
something goes wrong. When you do this an ics file is created
which can be used by other applications.

Nonetheless, there are some things that can be done. Keep the
operating system and apps up to date. if you have a laptop, let
the battery run down once a month. if there are some problems,
do a Safe Boot by holding down the Shift key when you open the

Adam noted that you can share calendars with others through the
iCloud Family Sharing function. You can also use this to share
content purchased from iTunes, iBooks, and the App Store, as
well as sharing an Apple Music subscription for a few dollars
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The Control Center is really different and is customizable. Just
swipe up past the Dock to get to the Control Center, which will be
on the right-hand side and the App Switcher will be on the left.
Customization is accessed by Settings>Control
Center>Customize Controls. On the iPhone there is a new lowpower mode control to conserve battery usage.

GENERAL - MARIA ARGUELLO
Maria announced that our December meeting will have our usual
varied program of Holiday Party, Members’ Show & Tell, and
Election of Officers. Don’t forget to bring food. Presentations can
be for 5-15 minutes. If you’d like to talk, please email Maria with
your topic and she’ll arrange everything.

Improved multitasking alone makes iOS 11 a must-have update.
The easiest way to use two apps on the screen (Split View) is to
open an app and then drag the icon for the second app from the
Dock to the extreme right of the screen. The little tab between two
apps can be moved to change the size of the apps.

MAiN PRESENTATiON - MARK BAZROD
iOS is absolutely amazing in what it does and all its features.
Mark will email the 26-slide PDF of the presentation to Bob
Barton for for inclusion in the MLMUG website so members can
access it. There are links in the PDF to a number of articles in the
October and November newsletters which focus on iOS 11.

Drag and drop, a big step up to copy and paste, can be used by
selecting text, photos and files in one app by pressing down and
holding the selected item and dragging it to to another app. it will
take a little time to get used to dragging and dropping.
The Notes app has also been substantially improved. It has a
document scanner, accessed by tapping on the + icon at the
bottom right. Multiple pages can be scanned. Notes can be
pinned to the top of the listing by swiping right as far as you can.
They can also be password-protected by swiping left and
choosing the padlock.

Mark suggests you immediately install iOS 11, unless you are
using a needed app that doesn’t yet run under iOS 11. Mark also
suggests that you set aside three or four hours to learn the new
system. There’s a lot to learn.
For example, iOS 11 uses many swipes - right, left, up and down
- which we have to learn.

Instant Markup lets you take a snapshot, annotate it and share it.

The Home Screen looks similar, but has many innovations. There
is a New Dock at bottom, swipe to the right to get widgets view,
swipe down from middle to get the Search window, swipe down
from top to get Notifications, swipe down to bottom of
Notifications to edit widgets, and swipe up from bottom to get the
new Control Center and App Switcher. You can move an icon by
dragging it to a new location, no need to go into jiggle mode.

The new QuickType keyboard lets you type the second number or
symbol above the standard key by tapping with a slight downward
swipe. It’s faster than switching to a different keyboard. An
attached keyboard is better, although overpriced at $150, but is
wonderful when typing on a desk or flat surface. The software
keyboard is more convenient when typing in your lap. In addition,
the software keyboard has a key for dictation which the attached
keyboard does not.

The Dock has been enlarged to 13 icons plus 3 on the right for
the most recent apps. Mark doesn’t use most recent ones. You
access the Dock by a small swipe up from the bottom .Mark does
it all the time. You can add to or delete icons from the Dock by
dragging them to or from the Home Screen. You rearrange icons
in the Dock in the same way.

There are several improvements for the iPhone. There is an
Offload Unused Apps function which will automatically delete long
unused apps but still save the data. It is accessed through
Settings> iTunes & App Store.
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AI And Humans

The Do Not Disturb While Driving function prevents notifications,
phone calls and text when moving faster than some speed. You
can exclude people from this function. You can also set the
iPhone to auto reply as messages are received. The function is
on by default. it can be accessed toward the bottom of
Settings>Do Not Disturb.

Making Connections
By Kathy Garges

The Podcasts app has had a major redesign, but it will take a bit
of time to get used to the changes. See pages 41 – 45 of the
October Newsletter.

For all the media attention to robots, especially robots that might
take jobs away from humans, so far the artificial intelligence
revolution in everyday life has centered on software and
cyberspace. This is a puzzle, considering that the foremost
pioneer of information theory, American mathematician and
engineer Claude Shannon, was a hands-on thinker, whose
transformative ideas grew directly from his experience with
Vannevar Bush’s analog computer at MIT in the 1930s, and a
lifetime of tinkering.

There is a new Files function which is a combination of the old
iCloud Drive app and mini version of the macOS Finder. Mark
finds it inconvenient to use, but Nick Iacona made it much more
useful by noting there is a search function at the top.
Unfortunately, you can’t create subfolders so seems it will be a
some time until we can use Files as we do on a Mac. See pages
31 – 35 of the October Newsletter.
Maps now provides indoor mapping of certain malls and major
airports. It also adds lane guidance.

A new biography of Shannon, A Mind at Play: How Claude
Shannon Invented the Information Age, shows how his
theoretical breakthroughs came from a creative approach to realworld problems. Shannon described how computing could be
improved by making it digital, using symbolic logic to design
electrical circuits, and how the technology of information
transmission (including redundancy in natural language, channel
noise, and message compression) can be considered
independently of message content.

There are several other “minor” improvements which you will see
as you read the numerous articles on iOS 11, whether in the
MLMUG newsletters or elsewhere.
in conclusion, iOS 11 is a major improvement in the use of iPads
and iPhones and should be installed by just about all users.

He observed that information that is surprising has greater value,
and that a discrete piece of information (the next word in a
sentence, for example) is inherently probabilistic, a choice made
from a limited set of possibilities that has greater or lesser
likelihood. His ideas are foundational for computers and current
artificial intelligence.
Shannon’s elegant scientific papers connected his abstract ideas
to everyday uses. He illustrated and proved his theories by
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applying them to combination locks, adding mechanisms, and
crossword puzzles.
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Why not put a robot kit on your gift list (for yourself or someone
else)? Or, you might prefer to take up a Shannon-type project like
designing a maze-running robot or a creative wearable.

Shannon continued to work ahead of his time. In 1950, while
working at Bell Telephone Laboratories, he invented a forerunner
of AI machine learning, Theseus, an electrically-controlled mouse
that learned a maze. In 1998, he and his partner-in-mischief,
Edward B. Thorp, tested a wearable for assistance in beating
casino gambling odds.

Sources and additional information:
Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman, A Mind at Play: How Claude
Shannon Invented the Information Age, Simon & Schuster, 2017.
Claude E. Shannon, “A Symbolic Analysis of Relay and Switching
Circuits,” 1937, https://tinyurl.com/y8trw34w

The career of Shannon suggests that AI innovation benefits from
environments in which software and hardware approaches are
integrated, where making and tinkering are equally available with
coding, to students, hobbyists, and professionals. This column
has previously noted some of these initiatives, including FIRST
robotics challenges, and MIT Media Lab’s Learning Creative
Learning (a maker-focused free online community) and Scratch
programming language (a free online, virtual building block
program).

C. E. Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication,”
1948, https://tinyurl.com/gvkoyde
Claude Shannon, “Theseus,” AT&T Archives, early 1950s,
released March 16, 2010, 8 minutes, https://tinyurl.com/6nl27d2
FIRST Robotics Competition, https://www.firstinspires.org/
robotics/frc

Interactive Robogami is a new system developed by MIT’s
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL)
that “aims to democratize the design and fabrication of robots”
by any human “without needing expert…knowledge.” The
system was tested by ordinary humans who created mobile,
stable “car” robots and trajectories to navigate the robots
through an obstacle course in the least amount of time. The
system double-checks the human user’s robot design for
feasibility and stability. The design is then constructed by 3D
printing and manual folding.

MIT Media Lab, “Learning Creative Learning,” http://
learn.media.mit.edu/lcl/
Scratch, https://scratch.mit.edu/
“How to design a custom robot in minutes without being a
roboticist,” Kurzweil Accelerating Intelligence News, August 25,
2017, https://tinyurl.com/y987a7jb
Adriana Schulz, et al., “Interactive robogami: An end-to-end
system for design of robots with ground locomotion,” The
International Journal of Robotics Research, August 13, 2017,
https://tinyurl.com/yag8t69p

Robot kits also oﬀer an entry level option for robot makers.
Several commercial companies oﬀer kits, including KinderLab
Robotics, SmartGurlz, Wonder Workshops, and OWI Robotics.
This writer started with 1990s OWI kits for an obstacle-avoiding
robot and a walking robot that started and stopped in response
to a hand clap.

Matt Simon, “Can Robots Help Get More Girls Into Science and
Tech?,” Wired magazine, October 23, 2017, https://tinyurl.com/
yamwjkck
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